Abstract. This paper presents a signal association algorithm based on the Doppler frequency for the problem of signals inter-associated among multi-passive-heterogeneous-sensor system, radar and ultra-short wave signals are the specifically associated objects. This paper analyses the necessary and sufficient condition of signal association, by deeply analyzing, we figures out the factors and specific association probability expression. Simulation results show that method of association is effective and the associated probability maybe high under certain condition.
Introduction
Compared to single passive sensor, multi-passive-heterogeneous-sensor system can provide more information in the dimension of time, space, property, etc. In order to further improving the network of signal sensor system under big data background, analyzing relationships between signals become a hot topic. Signal association among multi-passive-heterogeneous-sensor system is intended to clarify whether the relationship and what kind of relationship exists among the mass signals. Currently, data association--academic research focuses on the correspondence between data and targets [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , but research about relationship between signals is few. That is because of the development of network of sensors is not so flourishing as today, on the other hand is that Signal association among multi-passive-heterogeneous-sensor system is difficult and system involves numerous species. Radar and ultra-short wave signals are the specific research objects in this paper. We carry on research about signals association from the frequency domain, which recognizes the subset of signal who are from the same target.
Signal Association Principle
Assuming that radar and ultra-short wave signals exist in a same certain period while the target is flying, sensors are located at the same place, the scene is shown in Fig.1 . (2), but the signals are not associated. Sensor coordinates can be set at the position (0, 0) .At the time of 0 t , coordinate of target which signal 1 ( ) e t belongs to can be set at the position 1 1 ( , )
x y , coordinate of target which signal 2 ( ) e t belongs to can be set at the position 2 2 ( , )
x y . Due to T is a small value, targets can be seen as uniform linear motion, their speeds are 
Let event A: signal 1 ( ) e t and 2 ( ) e t are associated; event B: signal 1 ( ) e t and 2 ( ) e t are not associated (namely they are from two targets); event C: t
Assuming that the number of target is N , the distance between sensor and all targets are independent and identically distribution, 1 2 [ , ]
unit: km; the speeds of all targets areindependent and identically distribution, 1 2 [ , ]
v U v v ,cm/s; the directions of all speeds (relative to the X axis) are independent and identically distribution, 1 2 [ , ] U    , unit: degree; the angles between direction of speed and ligature from corresponding target to sensor are independent and identically distribution, 1 2 [ , ] U    unit is degree. Under above assumptions, obviously, when t
[ , ] t t T  (2) are true, then the association probability of signal 1 ( ) e t and 2 ( ) e t is 100%. In fact, due to noise and other factors, (2) is difficult to guarantee identity. (5) 
（5）
The basic idea to calculate the association probability is to seek the range of parameters when (5) is true,   , respectively. Due to  is small, solutions of (5) just lead to (3) some small perturbations. After some simplification, ' 1 v , ' 2 v and
By (4), association probability of signal 1 ( ) e t and 2 ( ) e t is:
（7）

Signal Association Model
Specific method of signal association is shown in Fig .2 .
Fig. 2. method model of signal association Doppler frequency estimation of radar signal
Assuming that target emits coherent phase pulse signals and its mathematical model can be expressed as: f is 32kHz, window function of short-time Fourier transform is rectangular and its length is 32 000,namely the resolution of time is 1s. Fig.3(a) is the theoretical and estimated value about Doppler frequency of radar signal, root mean square error RMSE = 0.1583,the estimation result is high precision and ideal; Fig.3(b) is the theoretical and estimated value about Doppler frequency of ultra-short wave signal, root mean square error RMSE = 0.053,the estimation result seems to be good. After estimating, we can get the ratio of Doppler frequency, according to (5) v is the speed of any one of the two targets'. As can be seen from Fig.4 , when a certain number of targets is, the association probability decreases with the target speed increasing and increases with  decreasing. When the number of targets is less than 300, the speed of target is target is not more than 300m/s, the signal association probability is above 92%.
Summary
Under the background of big data , the signal association among multi-passive-heterogeneoussensorsystem takes more and more people's attention .Lots of literatures studying this problem are from the view of airspace. This paper researches the relationship that radar and ultra-shortwave signal belong to the same target, then we first propose a criterion by using Doppler frequency. The analysis show that association probability of this method is 100% in theory. Considering the measurement error of Doppler frequency under real circumstance, we make some theoretical derivation and give the expression of association probability. Simulation results show that associated probability of proposed method is high. 
